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About This Game

game Play

Hyper color ball is a casual, difficult game. The game-play mechanics are based on testing your focus and dexterity skills. With
a fast paced, upbeat soundtrack and a strong vibrant colours. Hyper color ball makes for a fantastic party game. You play as the

Hyper ball, try to not collide with the elements. Collect green balls which give you points and health boost.

color Beat

Hyper color ball uses our 'Color beat' system, the game tracks the frequency of the music and shifts the in-game colors
accordingly.

The Hyper ball will also change color depending on your health, watch out for the elements!

Hyper color ball was conceived during Castle game jam 2016!

Most Important features:

 Skins
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 Better color dynamic

 Achievements

 Audio player lite

 Add your music (wav or ogg)
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Title: Hyper color ball
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Czester16
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1,6 GHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: available

English
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hyper color ball. hyper color ball badge

Kind of clunky I'm not into it.. This is a very basic version of this game. And nothing more. So that means:
-No alternate maps
-no real varriation in gameplay (except changing card redeem values).

If you just want basic risk and nothing else this is fine.

That being said I had these issues with this version of Risk:
- 3 basic AI settings and they are all pretty easy.
- The acomplishments are just basic "Repeat this task X times"
- There is nothing done to add visual interest (such as unit movement or battle animation)

There are better Risk style (not officially licensed) games that are free for mobile and pc.

I think that there may be more extensive offically licenced versions of this game (I at least hope so). I found this one lacking.
. this route is the most realistic from real train sounds to real wagon sounds and horns i recommend this route. Awesome intro
too a cool, abstract narrative and arty puzzle game. I wanted to like this game but playing it on the Normal difficulty, the game
is punishing for the wrong reasons. The very first enemy is so badly made it's laughable. Your character's combat is responsive
to a degree, everything does indeed work from her combo to countering, However the very first enemy has these options:

- Teleporting while being combo'd by you
- Teleporting while it's attacking you
- Teleporting after being parried, thus showing your counterattack doesn't even have iframes because it can smack you out of it

If the first enemy of the game has this bs, I can only imagine what the rest of the game has. I don't mind difficulty, but this isn't
making the game difficult because you don't feel as though you lost through fault of your own, it's like fighting a Guilty Gear
character using a vanilla Street Fighter II character, it's not enjoyable and I'm guessing there's some sort of way to exploit the
enemy AI in order to beat it "easily" but that's not enjoyable either. I can't recommend this game until the developer looks into
this issue. Age of Barbarian has more polish than this.. AMAZING GAME! The fighting system is a bit better than Generations
and better graphics and better story! I still recommend generations but forces is a bit better in every thing! SO THIS IS WORTH
UR MONEY!. 10\/10 Amazing sequel to an amazing game! Keeps you guessing and wanting to keep playing so you can learn
the real mystery behind Issac Davner.. Well the dev listened.

Atleast I now have a place for my stuff.

And carbon.. Rubbish to expensive for what it is. Basically sit there and dig simulator
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Fantastic "reboot"

Played alot of Pang on my Amiga 500 when i was a kid. Now i got quite a Super Nintendo collection, including Super Pang,
wich reminds of this. This freshly made Pang game with new modes, feels really good and will work for you if you love the
series.

Controller recommended. Works perfect with a XBox One pad.. nothing special really. Really fun gameplay.

Not as easy to control as War Thunder or World of Airplanes, but it's still on the arcade-y side of things.

The vistas are gorgeous, the clouds are evil (and pretty), and the dog fighting is really cool.

The replays after each mission are quite stylish, really enjoyed that touch. Great soundtrack too.

Overall, I'm finding this game easy to recommend.

Plays great with Keyboard+Mouse (though, weirdly, you can't change kb/mouse controls while in the middle of a mission - you
have to leave to the main menu for that). Also works well with gamepads, but I personally prefer keyboard+mouse.. Just ran into
this and bought without much think. Thoroughly enjoying it. Has a strange old school charm about it with an environment
unique unto itself. Sufficiently creepy. Having a real damn good time. I'd recommend this in a second. Not a lot of fantastic
games being made these days. Go for it.. Game is useless junk, spent last half hour just trying to end turn, kept getting error
message saying to complete movement for all shipsfirst. I had it just refused to recognize it, clicked on all ships clicked on move
button. Also game is rigged against player. The other side move several times as far, canstop infront of you fire then move on
while you can barely move an unknown distance and can't fire as you pass right in front of enemy. The guessing which guns on
able to fire on a ship is messed up also. Delete time.
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